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POWER TYPES IN EXPLICIT MATHEMATICS? 
GERHARD JAGER 
Abstract. In this note it is shown that in explicit mathematics the strong power type axiom is inconsistent 
with (uniform) elementary comprehension and discuss some general aspects of power types in explicit 
mathematics. 
§1. Introduction. Systems for explicit mathematic were introduced in Feferman 
[2] and further discussed in Feferman [3], They provide a natural framework for 
various constructive and semi-constructive approaches to mathematics and play 
an important role in present day proof theory. In the latter article Feferman also 
introduces two forms of power type axioms1 and presents some basic observations 
concerning their relationship to several subsystems of explicit mathematics. 
By an elegant model-theoretic argument it is shown in Feferman [3] that the 
weak power type axiom is consistent with elementary comprehension and induc-
tive generation. On the other hand, a simple diagonalization argument yields the 
inconsistency of the weak power type axiom with join. 
The recent article Glass [5] deals with the analysis of the proof-theoretic strength 
of the weak power type axioms. It is proved there that for many systems of explicit 
mathematics, for example for EMo and EMo + (IG) and subsystems which are 
obtained by restricting the induction principles, the addition of the weak power 
type axiom does not increase their proof-theoretic strength. 
The status of the strong power type axiom has been unclear so far and will 
be settled in this note. We will prove that the existence of strong power types 
is inconsistent with (uniform) elementary comprehension in explicit mathematics. 
Actually, even the existence of the strong power type of the empty type leads to an 
inconsistent theory. 
These results about weak and strong power types help to clarify the role of power 
type constructions in explicit mathematics. In particular, they give some insight 
into the ontological aspects of various forms of power types. 
§2. The theory BAT and the power type axioms. In this section we introduce the 
basic theory BAT of application and types. By adding a suitable machinery for 
dealing with the natural numbers, BAT can be easily extended to the elementary 
explicit type theory EET of Feferman and Jager [4] and to theories equivalent to 
systems of explicit mathematics in the older formulation like EM0 and EMo + (IG). 
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BAT is an auxiliary theory which is tailored for carrying through the following 
arguments. 
The theory BAT is formulated in the second order language % about individuals 
(operations) and types. Individuals can be freely applied to each other; hence self-
application of individuals is permitted but not necessarily total. Types are supposed 
to be collections of individuals. 
The language % comprises individual variables a, b, c, x, y, z, ... and type 
variables A, B, C, X, Y, Z, ... (both possibly with subscripts). In addition there 
are the individual constants k, s (combinators), p, po, pi (pairing and unpairing) 
and ce (e < co), the meaning of which will be explained later. 
The individual terms (r,s,t,ro, so, to, • • •) of Jz? are generated from the individual 
variables and constants by means of term application: (i) All individual variables 
and individual constants are individual terms; (ii) if 5 and t are individual terms, 
then so is (s • t). 
In the following we often abbreviate {s • t) simply as (st) or st and adopt the 
convention of association to the left so that s\S2...s„ stands for (.. .(s\ • S2) • • • sn). 
Moreover, we write (t\, ti) for p?i?2 and {t\,ti, • • •, O for (t\, {ti,..., /„)). 
The relation symbols of J? are the unary j as well as the binary =, e and 3? 
which are used to build the following atomic formulas of _S": t[, (s = t), (s e A), 
{A = B) and $t(s, A). Then the atomic formula t[ is read t is defined or t has a 
value, and the formula 9?(s, A) is used to express that the individual s represents the 
type A or is a name of A. 
The formulas (cp, /, W, <Po, Xo, Wo, • • •) of 5C are generated from these atomic 
formulas by the usual logical connectives and quantification over individuals and 
types. A formula of % is called elementary if it contains neither the relation 
symbol 5R nor bound type variables. 
To simplify the notation, we write {s ~ t) for ( ( J | V tl) —> {s — t)) and (A C B) 
for (Vx)(x e A —> x e B). Often we also make use of the shorthand notations 
(3x e A)ip(x), (Vx e A)<p(x), {3X c A)tp(X) and (VZ c A)<p(X), whose 
meaning is obvious. 
The logic of BAT is the (classical) logic of partial terms (cf. Beeson [1] or Troelstra 
and van Dalen [6]), including equality axioms for both sorts. The first order part 
of BAT comprises the usual axioms which state that the individuals form a partial 
combinatory algebra and permit pairing and projections. 
I. Partial combinatory algebra, pairing and projections. 
(1) kxy = x, 
(2) sxyl A sxyz ~ xz(yz), 
(3) (x,y)iAfo(x,y) = x Apx(x,y) = y. 
The first group of second order axioms of BAT claim that each type has a name, 
that different names represent different types and that types are extensional. On the 
other hand, the representation of types via names is considered intensionally. 
II. Explicit representation and extensionality. 
(4)(VX)(By)?fl(y,X), 
(5) 3?(a, B) A K(a, C) - • B = C, 
(6) (Vx)(x eA^x£B)-+A = B. 
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BAT also permits uniform elementary comprehension. In connection with the 
naming process in this scheme it is convenient to make use of the following conven-
tions: (i) We assume that there is some arbitrary but fixed standard assignment of 
Godel numbers to the formulas of SC. (ii) We assume further that vO,vl,... and 
VO, VI, ... are arbitrary but fixed enumerations of the individual and type vari-
ables. If (p is an % formula with no other individual variables than vO,... ,vm and 
no other type variables than VO,... ,Vn and if x — xo, ..., xm and Y = Yo,...,Y„, 
then we write <p[x, Y] for the Sf formula which results from ip by a simultaneous 
replacement of vi by x, and J7, by Yj (0 < i < m,0 < j < n). (iii) Moreover, if 
x = XQ, ..., x„ and X = X0,..., X„, then $t(x, Y) stands for /\"=15R(x(, X,). 
III. Elementary comprehension. Let <p[x, y, Z] be an elementary 5£ formula and 
e its Godel number; then we have: 
(ECA.l) {3X)(Vx){x G X <-• <p[x,a,B]), 
(ECA.2) n(b, B) A (V*)(x € A «-• <p[x, a, B]) -> K(ce(a,b), A). 
Thus the constants ce make the naming of types generated by elementary compre-
hension uniform in the parameters of the defining formula. Of course this process 
depends on the chosen Godel numbering and enumerations of variables of 31, but 
this is obviously not a relevant restriction. 
REMARK 1. If we omit the axiom (ECA.2) in the previous comprehension scheme, 
then we obtain the non-uniform version of elementary comprehension. 
The basic theory BAT of application and types is defined to be the S? theory 
which consists of the axioms (1)—(II) plus elementary comprehension (ECA.l) and 
(ECA.2). The restriction of BAT to non-uniform elementary comprehension, i.e., 
BAT without (ECA.2), is called nu-BAT. 
Strictly speaking, the only type terms in the language J? are the type variables. 
However, if ip[x, a, B] is an elementary % formula, then it is often convenient to 
write { x : ip[x, a, B] } for the type whose existence is established by (ECA.l), and 
we will freely make use of this more flexible notation. 
Now we turn to the power type axioms. The weak power type axiom (Pow)~ is 
the universal closure of the following formula: 
(Pow)" (3Z)[(Vj e X)(3Y C A)tft(y, Y) A (V7 c A)(3y € X)fH{y, Y)]. 
It states that for every type A there exists a type X which consists of names for 
subtypes of A and contains at least one name for each subtype of A. This is in sharp 
contrast to the strong power type axiom (Pow)+ which claims that for each type A 
there exists a type X which consists exactly of all names of all subtypes of A. It is 
the universal closure of the following formula: 
(Pow)+ (3X)(Vy)(j e X <-> ( 3 7 C A)?R(y, Y)). 
The uniform version of the weak (strong) power type axioms is easily obtained by 
adding further individual constant n and an axiom which says that na is a name of 
a weak (the strong) power type of A provided that a is a name of A. 
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REMARK 2. As mentioned above, it follows from an argument in Feferman [3] 
that the theory BAT + (Pow) ~, even extended by the usual axioms about the natural 
numbers and inductive generation (IG), is consistent. It is also shown there that the 
weak power type axiom is inconsistent with the join axiom of explicit mathematics. 
In addition, Glass [5] provides a proof-theoretic analysis of the weak power type 
axiom and shows that adding (Pow)~ to many systems of explicit mathematics 
(without join) does not increase their proof-theoretic strength. 
§3. The names of the empty type. In this section we show that the strong power 
type axiom is inconsistent with BAT. This follows from the more general result that 
the names of the empty type provably do not form a type in BAT. 
It is an obvious consequence of elementary comprehension that there exists the 
empty type { x : x ^ x }, which we simply denote as 0. Accordingly, 3?(a, 0) ex-
presses that the individual a is a name of the empty type. 
THEOREM 3. The theory BAT proves that there is no type which consists exactly of 
the names of the empty type, i.e., 
BAT h -n(3Z)(Vx)(x £ J H sft(x, 0)). 
PROOF. We begin with the simple observation that there exists an individual term / 
which has the property 
BAT \-!R(a,A) -> $t{ta,{x:x = a/\x<£A}). 
Here we make use of the fact that BAT comprises uniform elementary comprehen-
sion; in nu-BAT a similar argument seems not to be possible. 
Now we work informally in BAT and assume that the names of the empty type 
form a type. This means that there exists a type E so that 
a e £ <-> 5R(a,0) 
for all individuals a. Elementary comprehension with type parameter E then yields 
the existence of the type R := {x : tx £ E}, and we have 
a e R <-> -*(/a,0) 
for all individuals a. Finally let r be a name of R. Then it is easy to verify that 
r e R if and only if r 0 R. Hence we have a contradiction, and the names of the 
empty type cannot form a type. H 
This theorem immediately implies that the empty type cannot possess a strong 
power type if one works in the framework of BAT. Hence we obtain the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 4. The strong power type axiom is provably false in the theory BAT, 
i.e., 
BAT h -.(Pow)+. 
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§4. Final remarks. The previous corollary makes it clear that the strong power 
type axiom is not justified in explicit mathematics. To be precise: The strong 
power type axiom is not justified in systems of explicit mathematics which use the 
uniform version of elementary comprehension. It is still open whether the strong 
power type axiom is compatible with non-elementary comprehension, i.e., whether 
nu-BAT + (Pow)+ is consistent. 
The relevance of this question depends on the estimation whether one would be 
willing to sacrifice the uniformity of elementary comprehension for the existence 
of strong power types. However, uniform elementary comprehension is very much 
in the spirit of explicit mathematics and contained in nearly all systems, which are 
discussed in the literature. 
Also the status of the weak power type axiom in explicit mathematics is rather 
delicate and one may argue whether it agrees with the philosophical principles 
inherent in explicit mathematics. It only claims that every type A has a weak power 
type B which consists of names for subtypes of A and contains at least one name for 
each subtype of A. However, this B is not further specified and there is no criterion 
to find out whether the name of a subtype of A belongs to B. 
Technically speaking, the problem is as follows. Suppose that B is a weak power 
type of A and that we know that c is a name of a subtype of A. Then we cannot 
assume that c belongs to B. So there is no way to really exploit the existence of 
weak power types, and therefore it is not surprising that it does not increase the 
mathematical strength of explicit mathematics. 
To sum up: Neither the strong nor the weak power type axiom seem to provide 
a convincing approach to power types in explicit mathematics. Therefore there 
remains the question whether there is an alternative, possibly intermediate form, 
which is more interesting. 
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